REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

Please provide information on the material for which you are requesting reconsideration:

Title: Born Ready True Story of a
A boy named Penelope

Author: Jodie Patterson

Copyright date: 2021

Publisher/Producer: Crown Books for young readers (Random House)

Format (e.g. Book, DVD, Magazine, Pamphlet, etc.): Book

What are you requesting the Library to do with this item? /add a rating/ warning label
(e.g. Remove it from the collection, Move it to another area of the Library, etc.)

Please describe what content you find objectionable. Be specific, citing page numbers and text when possible.

Penelope is a trans child. This type of material can be disturbing and confusing for children as illustrated on pg 16. Parents shouldn’t have to sift through landmines of objectionable material for their children.

Have you read, viewed, or listened to the entire work?

☐ Yes

☐ No
If not, which parts have you read?

Can you suggest other material to take its place?

Brave books.

What other comments would you like to make?

Parents should choose what material kids see. You're making this difficult when books with agenda's are spotted through the children's section. This is driving allot of young families away from the library.

Name